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1. INTRODUCTION

Work in our laboratory and others shows that the energy landscape of a protein is

complex consisting of a large tiumber of energy valleys separated by energy mountains and

ridges. Moreover, experimental and theoretical evidence is accumulating that the energy

landscape is hierarchical and contains valleys within valleys. We continue our investigation

of several aspects of protein dynamics; (i) the structure and organization of the energy

landscape focusing on the hierarchical nature of the landscape, (ii) protein motions within

the energy landscape, (iii) the laws governing the motions, and (iv) the slaved glass

transition in proteins. We also attempt to uncover the laws of protein reactions under

pressure (reaction theory).

We study phenomena in detail in one protein (myoglobin) and then explore how the

phenomena depend on protein structure. To do this we move to other, possibly more

complicated, proteins and to synthetic mutant myoglobins. Our experimental approach

involves flash photolysis applied over wide ranges in temperatures (10 to 330K), time

(ns to ks), and pressure (0.1 to 300 MPa). Pressure is central to our work both as static

parameter and dynamic perturbation to probe protein relaxations. We monitor protein

reactions and relaxations from the near ultraviolet to the mid-infrared with Fourier
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Transform Infrared Spectroscopy playing an essential role. We also use theoretical and

computational tools to build models of protein dynamics and reactions.

2. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Progress has been very good during the first year. A short paper entitled "Glassy

Behavior of a Protein" has been published which shows that proteins and glasses share

essential characteristics (1). In particular we proved that myoglobin, like glasses, exhibits

metastability below a transition temperature and relaxation processes that are

nonexponential in time and non-Arrhenius in temperature. A second, much longer,

manuscript entitled "Proteins and Pressure" has appeared in the Journal of Physical

Chemistry (2). This manuscript describes many of our discoveries regarding protein

relaxations and reactions obtained using wide ranges of pressure and temperature. These

results greatly clarify the effects of pressure and imply that most previous work on pressure

effects in proteins needs to be reexamined. Both papers are included in the Appendix to

this Report. Our work also includes the following activities:

(i) Pressure Effects on CO Binding to Myoglobin. We performed a series of

experiments using FTIR spectroscopy to probe the effects of pressure on the kinetics of CO

binding to the different A substates of myoglobin after photodissociation below 100K. The

A substates involve tier 0 of the hierarchy of substates. We use different pathways in the

pressure-temperature plane to separate conformational (equilibrium) and kinetic

phenomena. These experiments clearly demonstrate the subtle and important effects of

pressure on protein dynamics and function. Our main rest; ts -pear in the paper "Proteins

and Pressure" (2). in For

0(ii) Pressure-Temperature Studies of Horse and Sperm Whale Myoglobin. The 0ed fl

kinetics of horse and sperm whale myoglobin are very similar at atmospheric pressure even

when temperature is varied over a wide range. However studies on thtwe two mamm-'lian ".Ion/

myoglobins over wide ranges of temperature and pressure reveal significant differences l itY Codes
. and/orIst j :; A l ]
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which are mainly a result of conformational effects (2). It is interesting to speculate if these

differences are related to the fact that whales must dive but horses do not!

(iii) Quasistatic and Kinetic Studies of More Complicated Heme Proteins. We have

begun to study the effects of protein structure using the more complicated heme proteins

horseradish peroxidase type C (HRP-C) and cytochrome P450. We use CO binding to the

heme iron in HRP-C and P450 to probe the slaved glass transition and protein relaxation

processes. Using pressure, we have observed CO stretch bands in HRP-C-CO which

correspond to protein structures not previously resolved. P450 with substrate bound and

unbound has also yielded surprising results. We have begun to study the complex

spectrum of relaxation processes in these proteins near the slaved glass transition and have

presented preliminary reports of our results at the March Meeting of the American Physical

Society (3) and the Meeting of the Biophysical Society (4). We will continue our studies

concentrating on samples and conditions of temperature and pH where the pressure effects

are particularly dramatic. This work may give significant new information regarding the

substates of tier 0 (CS0 ) which we believe are crucial to protein function.

(iv) General Aspects - Pressure and Proteins. Our previous work has shown that the

substates of tier 0 in myoglobin (A substates) have different kinetics for rebinding CO and

are affected differently by pressure. The manuscript "Proteins and Pressure" (2) also

includes a reexamination of our previous work, much of it unpublished, on pressure effects

in proteins. We analyze in detail the subtle but crucial effects of the different protein

structures corresponding to tier 0 (CS0 ) of the hierarchy of substates in myoglobin. Since

the different substates of CS0 also bind CO at different rates and have different structures

and volumes, the switch from one substate to another provides the possibility of an

efficient control mechanism. We have shown in Ref. (2) that the effects of pressure in the

visible spectral region can be very misleading since this spectral region is not sufficiently

sensi"'.'z to conformauonal effects.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

The technique and results under this contract may be important for both biology and

physics. For biology, detailed knowledge of protein motions at different time and length

scales is necessary for an understanding of protein and enzyme reactions at the molecular

level. In particular the different behavior between horse and whale myoglobin under

pressure is intriguing and calls for further studies. For physics, proteins may well become

paradigms of complex systems including glasses, spin glasses, and neural networks.

References (1) and (2) can be consulted for additional details and discussion.
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Glassy Behavior of a Protein
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Quasistatic and kinetic studies of the infrared CO stretch bands of carbonmonoxymyoglobin show that
proteins and glasses share essential characteristics, in particular metastability below a transition temper-

ature and relaxation processes that are nonexponential in time and non-Arrhenius in temperature.

PACS numbers 87.15.Da. 64.70.Pf, 78.30.Jw, 82.20.Rp

Proteins and glasses may appear to have little in corn- or by the relation' 0.''

mon. Proteins are macromolecules with well defined
structures'; glasses are frozen liquids. Despite this k.(T)-koexp[-(T°/T) 2 ] (3)
differencc, proteins and glasses share one fundamental Both relations fit the data for glycerol (T 8= 185 K)
property: Both can assume a very large number of near- from 190 to 260 K. 10.12

ly isoenergetic conformational substates (CS), valleys in We now examine the proteins for glasslike properties.
the conformational energy landscape. For proteins, the Two are well known: Each individual protein is disor-
existence of CS followed from the nonexponential time dered (aperiodic) and the specific heat of proteins below
dependence of the binding of small molecules (02 and I K is glasslike. " The other attributes, however, have
CO) to myoglobin at low temperatures. 2 Supporting evi- been less well explored. Here we report experiments that
dence came from other experiments3 and from theory. 4  verify the metastability at low temperatures, and the
For glasses, a potential-energy surface with a large num- nonexponential time and the non-Arrhenius temperature
ber of minima was postulated by Goldstein5; for spin dependence of the protein relaxations near 200 K in car-
glasses, the evidence came from theory. 6 The existence bonmonoxymyoglobin (MbCO).
of CS in proteins and glasses raises the question as to The folded polypeptide chain of the oxygen-storage
whether these systems share other properties. We now protein myoglobin (Mb) embeds a heme group with a
describe some attributes of glasses and later show that central iron atom which reversibly binds ligands such as
these are also found in proteins.7 02 and CO.' Our experiments focus on the stretch

Glasses are formed when, on cooling, a liquid becomes bands of CO bound to Mb which are very sensitive to
a structurally disordered solid. 8 The temperature at external parameters such as solvent, pH, temperature
which the viscosity reaches 1013 poise is called the glass (T), and pressure (P).' 4" We measure the stretch
temperature, Tg. The specific heat below I K is approxi- bands with a Mattson Fourier transform infrareo spec-
mately proportional to the temperature. 9 Glass proper- trometer. Figure 1 shows that MbCO displays at least
ties well below Tg depend on history; glasses are in a three different CO stretch bands, Ao, A,, and A3. Fits to
metastable (nonequilibrium) state. Near and above Tg Voigtian line shapes' 6 yield the areas (A,), center fre-
the response of a glass to a mechanical or electrical per- quencies (vi), and linewidths (F,) of the A bands. We
turbation is dominated by the a relaxation. Its relaxa- also observe the rate of heat absorption via differential
tion function 0,0) is usually nonexponential in time and scanning calorimetry (DSC). The experiments fall into
can be parametrized by a stretched exponential, 0r(t) two classes, quasistatic and kinetic. Quasistatic indicates
-exp[- (kt) ], or by a power law, that the glasslike behavior of MbCO below a transition

0 ,0 - 0 temperature Tg prevents attainment of thermodynamic
¢b,(t-[ ,T t] -  (IJ . ~) equilibrium. Quasistatic measurements determine the

band parameters as functions of solvent, pH, T, and P.
Theaveragerateat temperature dependenceof (T isk The AIn the kinetic studies we observe the relaxation of the
temperature dependence of k,(T) follows the Arrhenius

relation, k,(T) -Aexp(-E/ksTI, only over small tem- protein after a pressure release.

perature intervals. Typical values near T,, E = 1.6 eV, Quasistatic experiments.- Figure I shows the ir spec-

A -1042 s -', also imply that the Arrhenius relation is tra from 1910 to 1990 cm -1 in a 75% glycerol-water sol-

inappropriate for glasses. However, k,(T) can be de- vent (3:1 by volume) at pH 6.8 with potassium phos-
scrib d over more than 10 orders of magnitude either by phate buffer. The sample was brought to a pressure P at
tcried oermoran ers oani te e r 300 K. Data were then taken under constant pressure at
the Vogel -Tammann-Fulcher equation, successively lower temperatures. The cooling rate of

k,(T) -AvTFexp[-E/k(T- T)] (2) 0.01 K/s and waiting time of about 600 s at each temper-

1916 © 1989 The American Physical Society
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FIG. I. Absorption spectra of the CO stretch bands of dashed line shows the extrapolation from region (iII) for 7
MbCO at 100 MPa. Solvent: 75% glycerol and water mixture, MPa.
buffered with 100 mM potassium phosphate to pH 6.8. Inset:
Cross section through the heme showing the angle a, between
the CO dipole and the heme normal. ther details.

Relaxation experiments.- In a pressure- release exper-
iment, 100 MPa is applied at 240 K, the sample is cooled

ature were kept constant. Measurement of an ir spec- to the desired temperature and held there for 600 s fol-
trum took about 250 s. Figure 2 gives the temperature loved by measurement of an ir spectrum for about 250 s.
dependence of the ratio ro-Ao/41 at three different The pressure is then released to 7 MPa in a few seconds
pressures. The ratio r0 exhibits five regions: (i) Glass and ir spectra are taken at approximately exponentially
region. The protein is in a metastable state in which increasing times from about 10 to more than 10' s. The
large-scale motions are too slc'., to be observed. We time-dependent behavior of the .4 bands after pressure
prove metastability by showing that the ir spectrum de- release reveals several relaxation processes. To interpret
pends strongly on the path by which a point in the (T,P) the relaxation data, we assume that the conformational
plane is reached. (i) Slaved glass transition. The bend substates of a protein are arranged in a hierarchy of at
at T,, in Fig. 2 reveals the transition from an equilibri- least two tiers, CSo and CSt . 4.1 The different stretch
um situation well above Tg to a metastable one well bands correspond to substates of tier 0 (CS0 ). We
below. A similar bend occurs in (T), " and the transi- characterize each substate A, by the center frequency v,
tion is also visible in DSC. The glass temperature T,g of of the CO stretch band (Fig. I) and by the angle a, be-
the protein depends crucially on the glass temperature tween the CO dipole and the heme normal (inset of Fig.
T. of the solvent; so we call the transition "slaved" 14: I). '9 It is likely that the substates A, differ not only in
DSC data at a heating rate of 0.083 K/s in 75% glycerol the angle a,. but also in the overall structure of the mole-
and water mixture give Tg -175 K and Tsg -178 K; in cule. A protein may move from one substate of tier 0,
60% ethylene-glycol-water mixture Tg -149 K and say A 0 , to another, say A,. We ca!l this motion FIM 0,
Tsg- ' 15 5 K; in solid poly(vinyl)alcohol Tg > 280 K and where FIM is an acronym for "functionally important
T,9> 280 K. Tsg and Tg depend approximately logarith- motion."'1 Rebinding of CO after flash photolysis to
mically on cooling or heating rate; a factor of 10 increase each of the A substates is nonexponential in time. "4 This
in heating rate raises Tsg by about 5 K. T,, obtained observation implies that each substate of tier 0 is subdi-
from the bend in r0 is about 20 K higher than that from vided into substates of tier 1, CS'. We denote as FIM I
DSC. With increasing pressure T,, increases weakly as the nonequilibrium conformational motions between sub-
is apparent from Fig. 2. (iii) Lower equilibrium region. states of tier I. With these concepts we explain our ex-
Transitions am.ong the A substates occur faster than the periments.
time of observation so that the A substates are in Below 160 K.-The center frequencies of the A bands
thermal equilibrium. The temperature and pressure shift (0.4 cm -1 for Ao) faster than our shortest mea-
dependences of the ratios r, determine the relative ener- surement time (10 s), but no changes in relative intensi-
gies, entropies, and volumes of the A substates. (iv) ties occur up to 104 s. Since the fast shift occurs even at
Upper equilibrium region. From 250-320 K, the ratio 15 K, we interpret it as an elastic relaxation.
ro shows a remarkable reversal. (v) Unfolding. 17 The 165-185 K.-The area of 4 0 remains constant to
protein begins to unfold irreversibly. Since regions (iv) within 2% from 10 to more than 10' s whilc the peak
and (v) are not the focus of this Letter we give no fur- narrows and its amplitude increases. The center fre-

1917
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quency v,, ir Nv shifts rapidly from 1964.5 to 1964.9 barrier between A 1 and A1 is smaller than that between
cm and then moves measurably towards its low- Ao and the other A substates. 21

pressure value, 1966.1 cm - 1 The shift in v0 can be de- 190-210 K.-FIM I and the interconversion between
scribed by a relaxation function D(t)W - [v0(t) - v1 ( o)]/ A and A are faster than 10 s so that after pressure
[vo(0) - v1((o,)], where t is the time after pressure release the center frequencies, the linewidths, and the ra-
release and v,(0 + ) represents the center frequency im- tio A /A, have the values measured quasistatically at 7
mediately after the rapid elastic relaxation. For v0 (oo) MPa. A new relaxation process is observed, the ex-
we use two approximations, the 7 MPa value from a qua- change of Ao with AI +A 3. We interpret this exchange
sistatic experiment at the same temperature and the among substates of tier 0 as a conformational change of
value obtained by extrapolation from region (iii). Figure the entire protein and call it FIM 0. We define a re-
3 shows the relaxation function 01() using the former laxation function for FIM 0 through 1o(t)-[A0(t)
choice for vo(0). D1(t) is not greatly changed with the -A,(o)]/[A(O ) - ,4 o( , )]. The area .4o(-) is
other choice. We interpret the relaxation characterized found by extrapolation from region (iii) as indicated by
by D as FIM I, a redistribution of substates CS' within the dashed line in Fig. 2.21 (t), shown in Fig. 4,
the substate A,,. displays more structure than FIM I and a simple power

To evaluate the data in Fig. 3, we parametrize (,(t) law or stretched exponential does not fit the data well.
by the power-law equation ().20 If we further assume Nevertheless, insight is gained by fitting the data with
that kT) is determined by the Arrhenius law, we ob- Eqs. (1) and (3), with the result log(ko/s-) 14, 7O
tain E = 1.3 eV, A 103 6 s - . These values are similar 1200 K. n : 0.8. The fit reproduces the general be-
to the values quoted above for the a relaxation in glasses havior of 00(t), but the detailed structure will require a
near Tg; they imply that the Arrhenius relation is inap- more elaborate model.
propriate for describing FIM I and suggest the use of Our results permit four conclusions: (I) Proteins and
Eq. (2) or (3). We select Eq. (3) to fit k,(T) because it glasses indeed share common properties in addition to
uses only two parameters and therefore provides less am- the existence of many valleys (conformational substates)
biguous extrapolations. A fit with Eqs. (I) and (3), us- in the energy landscape. The similarities include meta-
ing a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize - l, is stability below the glass temperature and the presence of
shown as solid lines in Fig. 3 and yields log(ko/s- ) a relaxation process governing large-scale motions (a re-
-17.0±2.5, To-1130±.80 K, n -0.26 ± 0.12. The laxation in glasses, FIM I in proteins) which is nonex-
errors are conservative. We have also measured the a ponential in time and does not follow the Arrhenius law.
relaxation in 75% glycerol and water mixture using (2) While glasses usually show only one relaxation pro-
specific-heat spectroscopy 12 and obtain log(ko/s - I ) = 18 cess with the general characteristics of the a relaxation.
and To= 1130 K. The values of k 0 and To for the pro- MbCO shows at least two, FIM 0 md FIM I. FIM 0 is
tein and the solvent are remarkably close and support the slower than FIM I and probably describes overall
notion of a slaved-glass transition: Not only do the sol- changes in the entire protein, chaacterized by different
vent and protein exhibit comparable glass temperatures, CO stretch frequencies and angles between the bound
the a relaxation of the solvent and FIM I in the protein CO and the heme normal. FIM I des-cribes large-scale
obey nearly identical temperature dependences. motions within a given substate CS0 . (3) The protein re-

A second relaxation, not, shown here, occurs between laxation process FIM 1 is slaved to the solvent; the tran-
170 and 190 K: AI and A 3 interconvert, with AI de- sition temperature T,, in the protein is close to the glass
creasing and A3 increasing nonexponentially in time; the transition of the solvent. Moreover, FIM I in the protein

-I 
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FIG. 3. Relaxation function 0,() for the center frequency FIG. 4. Relaxation function 40(t) for the area Ao vs time.
vo of the Ao band vs time. Solid lines are fits with Eqs. (I) and Solid lines are fits with Eqs. (I) and (3) with parameters as
(3) with parameters as given in the text. given P. the text.
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Proteins and Pressure
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The exploration of the combined effects of pressure and temp-.rature loads to neew insights into the structure, dynamics, and
rea,:tions of proteins. A protein molecile possesses many conformational substates, nearly isoenergetic structures performing
the ,amc funct:on but possibly with different rates Pressure a!,crs both the relative substate populations .nd the functional
properties of the tndiidual ,ubstates and thus can produce large ci-anges in the static and dynamic properties of a protein
:n~emble Such presi,u! effects have been measured for moglobin (Mb), using sisible and FTIR techniques. ,Above a
glas temperature, r,,. pressure rcdistrioutes substate pcu!atwns and c.anges protein structure, the position of spectral
bands, and protein reaction rates. Equilbrium substate populati(sns measured from 230 to 330 K at pressures up to 200 MPa

icid a thermodynamic comparison of different substates at ptt 5 . ind 6 6 Near T,, pressure jt. ? experiments reveal
•cseral relaxation processes. Vvell below T,,, the properties of the proteins at temperature Tand pressLe P depend on history.
I e., on the order in which the sample is pressurized and cooled. The effcct of pressure on the biding CO and 02 to Mb
after photodissociation points to the strong influence of conformational substates on protein reactions. Pressure controls
the rate of ,indi.-,! through the actisation volume and through redistribution of substate populations. The conformational
effect of pressure Laiffers for CO and 02, and for sperm whale and horse mN,,9lobin.

I Introduction range near 300 K. As we shall shov., studies over a wide tern-
The First draft of this paper was written I 1 tears ago. We did perature range are needed for an interpretation of the observed

not publish then because we did not sufficiently understand the pressure effects.

results, but we continued tc explore the effects of pressure on The effects of a pressure Pon a protein can be explained with

protein states and reactions. During this time, Professor Harry Figure I vhich gives t.o vastly simplified cross sections through

Drick~amer has been an unfailing advisor and friend who has helped the energy h..persurface of a protein. We assume tl- - the protein

us with the design of equipment, with overcoming many difficult has two conformations (or conformational substates) 0 and I

problems, and most importantly by setting standards for scientific IFigure Ia) and two states A and B (Figure Ib). In each of the

research. We now believe that we have come closer to compre- two substates 0 and I, the protein can make the transition B

hending the effect of pressure on proteins, and we use the occasion A. Figure I shows in panel a the c:oss section through the energy

of the Drickamer Special Issue to summarize our work. Ma.ny surface at constant reaction coordinate, say rc = B, Panel b

collaborators have contributed during these past I I years, ex- represents the cross section at constant conformational coordinate

plaining the length of the author list which would be more ap- (say cc = I ). Pressure affects the protein characterized by Figure

propriate for a high-energy physics paper. The many years of I in two was. In equihirium, the ratio o/W of the populations
work are responsible fo, the length of the paper. K, and x, of the two conformational substates 0 and I at tern-

Pressure is an important variable not only in chemistry and perature T is given by

physics, but also in biology.i Pressure can deactivate enzymes. Wo/W, = exp[-AG/RT] (I)

viruses, and toxins, kill hacteria and yeasts, reverse narcosis in- where AG is the difference in Gibbs free energy between the two
duced by alcohol, and influence bioluminescence. 2  Sharks substates,
function from sea level to extreme depth, 4 encountering pressures AG = AE + P AV - T AS (2)
from 0.1 to 100 MPa.1 In ordor to explain these biological
phenomena on a molecular level, the effects of pressure on isolated Here AE. AV-, and AS are the differences in internal energy.
proteins must be understood. Many pressure studies of proteins volume, and entropy between the two conformations. Pressure
have been performed,' A but usually in a narrow tempcature shifts the equilibrium ratio by the factor exp[-P AV. Pressure

also affects the reaction rate. If a reaction R - A occurs ii the
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Figure I Two cross sections through a highly simplified energy hyper-
surface of a protein. (a) At constant reaction coordinate (e.g., B in panel I- F,
b) the protein possesses two conformations 0 and I (b) At constant C
conformational coordinate (e g, 0 in panel a) the protein possesses two
states The bullet represents the protein-ligand system.

Heme
at cnstnt vscoity Thefacor xpI-I ',IR] ca eiherNormal

at constant viscosity. The factor exp[-P~"BA/RI can either Figure 2 Schematic view of myoglobin with CO bound at the heie iron
speed up or slow down the reaction rate. The Fe and CO are shown enlarged. The CO dipole makes an angle a

As we w4 ill discuss in more detail in section 2, a protein molecule with the heme normal
in a given state does not exist in only one or two conformations
but assumes a large number of conformational substates (CS)8 2.2. States. Substates. and Motions. 9 Most proteins perform
which most likely are arranged in a hierarchy.' Substates are some function such as catalysis or transport of matter or charge
defined as having similar, but not identical, structure, and per- The) must consequently possess at least two states, for instance,
forming the same function, but possibly with different rates. As Mb and MbO2. Proteins in different states perform different
discussed abosc for the simplest case of two conformations, functions (Mb binds and MbO2 dissociates 00) and mat have
pressure can affect protein dynamics ana reactions in two ways. different structures and properties As stated in section I, each
Within a given CS. pressure can change a reaction rate according state consists of a large number of conformational substates (CS)
to eq 3 and 4; the change depends upon the activation volume 'B, CS have somewhat different structures but perform the same
which may be different in different CS. Equall, importantly, function, albeit with different rates. All substates of Mb. for
however, pressure may shift the population from one substate to instance, bind CO, but with different association rates. Con-
another. Since the different CS may have different reaction rates, formational substates are valleys in the energy hypersurface of
pressure can change the overall reaction rate by a factor that a protein in a particular state.
cannot bc described by an actisation volume alone. The existence of states and substates leads to two different types

In the present paper we describe five pressure effects that are of motions. equihbriumfluctuation.s (EF) and nonequilibrium
based on the eq 1-4 and on the fact that proteins possess con- transitions called functionally important ,iotion. (FIM). 9 EF
formational substates. are motions between CS in equilibrium, and FIM are the none-

(i) Well above a characteristic temperature T,. defined in quilibrium motions that lead from one state (say Mb) to another
section 2. protein substates are in equilibrium. lthe ratio of (MbO 2). EF and FIM are connected by fluctuation--dissipation
substate populations can be monitored as a function of pressure theorems.
and temperature, then eq I and 2 permit a determination of the 2.3. Hierarchy ofSubstates.9ji In MbCO. experiments suggest
differences in energy, entropy, and volume between substates and a hierarchical arrangement of CS as shown schematicall. in Figure
thus yield a detailed thermodynamic description of the protein 3. where the conformational energy of MbCO is plotted as a
substates (section 4). function of multidimensional conformational coordinates (cc) In

(ii) Well below T,,. proteins are in a metastable state. The principle, listing the coordinates of all atoms in a given protein
combined use of pressure and temperature proves the metastability molecule describes a CS completely Figure 3 indicates that the
(section 5). substates in MbCO are arranged in tiers, with tier 0 having the

(iii) Pressure shifts some spectral lines. These shifts are caused largest barriers between energy valleys The evidence for tiers
by elastic effects and by changes in the populations of the con- in MbCO is as follows:
formational substates (section 6). Tier 0 (CS"3 ). Evidence for the substates in tier 0 comes from

(iv) Near T,. pressure jump experiments permit measurements the stretch frequency vco of the CO bound to Mb. shown in Figure
of the transitions among various substates (section 7). 411 The IR spectrum shows three major resolvable stretch bands

(v) The binding of small ligands such as CO and 02 to heme which we denote by AO (vco - 1966 cm I), A, ('co 1945 cm-1 ).
proteins can be studied in detail by using flash photolysis. The and A3 (,CO - 1933 cm -1). The three bands correspond to three
exploration of this reaction as a function of T and P, monitored substates; they have approximately the same structure but differ
in the Soret (visible) and the infrared regions, shows that pressure in detail as indicated by the values of the tilt angle a between the
indeed affects reaction rates both through the activation volume bound CO and the heme normal: or(A o) = 15 ± 30, a(A) = 28
and through shifts in the substate populations (section 8). * 2', a(A) = 33 + 40.1 2.13 The three substates perform the
2. Conformational Substates and Motions same function-binding of CO-but with different rates; A.O re-

binds fastest and A3 slowest-"

2.1. Myoglobin Myoglobin is a globular protein, built of 153 Tier I (CSI). Rebinding ofCO to each CS' is nonexponential
amino acids and with overall dimensions 4.5 x 3.5 X 2.5 nm 3, in time, as proven in ref I I and also shown later in section 8 The
that binds 02 and CO reversibly.'0  In Figure 2, we sketch simplest explanation for the nonexponentia rebinding is the ex-
carbonmonoxymyoglobin (MbCO), with CO bound to the heme
iron at an angle a with the heme normal.

(I I ) Ansan. A ; Berendzen. J.: Braunstein, D , Cowen, B R . Frauenfelder,
H.. Hong. M K., Iben. I E T.. Johnson. J B. Ormos, P., Sauke. T B.

(8) Frauenfelder. H.; Parak, F.; Young. R D. Annu et Biophyj Bio- Scholl. R.; Schulte. A.; Steinbach. P J ; Vittitow. J . Young. R D Biophivs
phys. Chem 19U, 17, 451, Chem 1987, 26, 337.

(9) Ansari. A.; Berendzen. J. Bowne, S. F. Frauenfelder. H.. tben. 1. E (12) Ormos. P. Braunstein, D, Frauenfelder. H . Hong. M K . Ln. S
T.; Sauke. T. B.; Shyamsunder. E.; Young. R. D Proc Nall Acad Sc USA L.. Sauke. T B ; Young. R D Proc Nail Acad Sri S., 1918. 85. 8492
1 15, 82. 5000 (13) Moore. J_ Hansen, P . Hochstrasser. R Prc Nail Acad So t'SA

(10) Stryer. L. Biochemistry. 3rd ed Freman New York. 1988 1918. 85. 5062
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G MbCO et al." have shown, however, that the major contribution to the
shift is due to a narrowing of the inhomogeneously broadened line
during the course of CO rebinding. Nevertheless, independent
evidence for CS' coioes from the Mossbauer effect I and from
pumping experiments.''' 9 20  The pumping results imply that
different CS2 within a given CS' rebind CO with different rates.

It is likely that substates (CS 3, CS') within CS2 exist,9 but they
are not important for the present work.

2.4. Slaved Glays Transitions. Around 300 K, equilibrium
fluctuations (EFO. EFl. ...) occur in all tiers. As the temperature
is lowered, EF in si:cc,:ssive tiers freeze out. As we have proven

A0  A1 earlier'-,' and wil! show in sections 4 and 7, the exchange between
the substates of tier 0 stops near 180 K and that between the
substates of tier I near 160 K. The freezing of these two tiers
is similar to a glass transition, but with one difference: The
transition temperatures depend on the solvent. We call such a

cco transition slaved " '' 2 and denote the transition temperature as
T, Slaving is most pronounced for tier I, where the transition
in the protein occurs very close to that of the glass temperature
of the ,olvent. Less is known about the transitions in tier 2, but
preliminars data indicate that tier 2 freezes out gradually and
slow exchange may take place even at 60 K.

2.5. Substates and Pressure. The relevance of conformational

ccI substates to the design and interpretation of pressure experiments
is now clear for the binding of CO or 02 to Mb. Since different
substates in each tier rebind ligands with different rates, a switch

Ein population caused by pressure affects the overall binding rate
of the protein ensemble Pre-si ,re experiments consequently help
explore protein dnamics in two different directions. The) provide
information about ligand binding and about the hierarchy of CS.
In discussing these effects. the role of temperature is crucial.

cc2 Depending on the tier, temperature, and reaction or observation
Figure 3. Hierarchical arrangement of the conformational ubstates in time, the ssstem either remains frozen in a particular substate
,ibCO. The diagram represents a one-dimensional cross section through or moves from CS to CS. In the frozen ensemble, the reaction

the multidimensional conformational energy surface of MbCO. Three proceeds nonexponentially in time, if the exchange between
tiers of substates (CS'. i = 0, I. 2) are shown as functions of three substates is rapid compared to the reaction, it shows an exponential
conformational coordinates (cci. = 0. 1. 2) %IbCO can exist in three time dependence."
substates of tier 0. Each of these can assume a large number of con-
formations corresponding to substates uf tier I. The furcation continue, 3. Experimental Methods
at least through tier 2. alere we describe the experimental tools used for the five types

0 I0 of pressure studies listcd in the i ,tioduction The experiments
tnscilve three t'pes of measurements: the observation of the stable

o 008 -J and metastable states of MbCO in the Soret and IR regions as
-Ao functions of pressure and temperature, the observation of IR

0-06- spectra as functions of time after a pressure change, and obser-
vation of the time dependence of rebinding of CO and 02 after

004 - flash photolsis as functions of temperature and pressure in the
Soret and IR regions.

2A 1  - Lophilized metm~oglobin powders from sperm whale (sw) andG -- A3 horse (h) were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. Myoglobin
0 solutions were prepared by dissolving metMb in 75% (v/v) gly-
Z0C 1. 1960 1940 i920 !90C cerol/buffer aid adding excess sodium dithionite. The samples

Wavenumber (cm) near pH 7 were buffered with 0. 1 M potassium phosphate while
Figure 4. The IR spectrum of swMbCO fit to three Vomgtians corre- those near pH 5 were buffered with 0.3 M potassium citrate. The
sponding to three A bands. The spectrum shown is for a sample cooled pH of each IR sample was measured after protein was added.
to 25 K and then pressurized to 200 MPa, pH = 55. Solvent: 75% The pressure cell has evolved through several versions over 10
glycerol/water (v/v). sears. Here we describe the latest design with which all the IR

spectra were taken (Figure 5). The pressure cell is constructed
istence of CS."' Since each CS0 separately displays nonex- of ber)llium-copper with two sapphire windows for Soret and
ponential behavior, each CS ° must be furcated into a large number infrared measurements. The windows are held in place on
of substates, which are therefore called CSi. The nonexponential mushroom plugs using a modified -unsupported area" seal which
time dependence of rebinding proves that the different CS' rebind
with different rates.

Tier 2 (CS2). Originally we positlated the existence of substates 0 7) Campbell, B. F; Chance. M R. Fnedlman. J M. Science 1917 238.
CS 2 within the CS' because of a shift of the near-IR band at 760 (i3(181 Fraucrifrlder. H . in Strcure and M4.otion: ijembrones.t. ,'c*~
nm after photodissociation of MbCO.' Agmon I6 and Campbell .Acids. and Proten.s Clementi. E, Corongiu. G . Sarma. M H ; Sarma. R

H Eds Adenine. Guilddrland, NY. 1985. p 205
(19) Sauke. T B Ph.D Thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champ-

(14) Austin. R. H; Beeson, K. W ; Eisenstein. L.; Frauenfelder, H. asign, 1989
Ounsalus, I. C. Bixhemistry 1975. 1, 5355 (20) Sauke, T 8. Frauenfelder. H . Luck. S. Steinbach, P1J.. Xie, A.;

(15) Frauenfelder, H. In Structure and Dynamiicr Nuclric Acid and Young. R D iophit J 19R9. 55. 565&
Prorria. Clementi. E., Sarma. R. H. Eds. Adenine: Guilderland. 1983. p (21) tben. I E T. Braunitein. D . Doster. W , Frauenfelder. H . Hong ,
269 M K. Johnson. J 8, Luck. S, Ornx. P. Schulte. A . Steinbach. P J. Xie,

(16) Almon. N 8ochemiutry 111S, 27, 3S07 A H. Young. R D Phvs Ret Let 19tl . 62 1916
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t Figure 5 The high-pressure infrared cell. The cell has been used at 3 4 5 6
temperatures between 10 and 350 K, and at pressure up to 400 MPa. All 000/T (K"')
parts are made of beryllium-copper unless otherwise indicated. The parts
are as follows: (A) cell body, (B) threaded window support plug; (C) Figure 6 Logarithm of the ratio of areas, Ao/AI, of CO stretch bands.
stainless steel high-pressure tubing hard soldered to cell body (0.78 mm at pH 5.5 (a) and pH 6.6 (b). as a function of 1000/T for different
outer diameter, 0.15 mm inner diameteri. tD) window support; (E) pressures. Sampl. sMbCG in 7S% glyejoli/watcr (v/v)
sapphire window ; (F) core tube; (G) support ring; (H) indium packing; myoglobin background from the MbCO spectrum. Sperm whale
(I) brass antiextrusion rings; (J) window cap; (K) protein sample; (L)
Mylar spacer (M) sapphire windows; (N) sample cell; and (0) sample moglobin was used for all IR samples.
cell bottom. The CO stretch bands were fit in a two-step process. First, the

base line ,,,as fit to a cubic polynomial by a standard linear
withstands helium gas pressure up to 400 MPa at temperatures least-squares method. Then, the bands were fit to Voigtian line
from 40 to 350 K. The pressurizing gas enters the cell through shapes (Gaussian superpositions of Lorentzians) by using a finite
60 cm of coiled stainless steel tubing (OD 0.78 mm, ID 0.15 mm) difference Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algor-
enclosed within the vacuum chamber to minimize heat conduction ithm. The spectra were fit to four Voigtians to account for the
along the tubing. The MbCO sample is contained between two asymmetry of A0 at pH 5.5 and of A, at pH 6.6.
sapphire windows (0.25 mm thick) within a thin doughnut-shaped 4. Equilibrium Properties
Mylar spacer (0.075. 0.125. or 0.175 mm). The sample. sapphire The behavior of the substates of tier 0 as a function of P and
windows, and Mylar spacer are held together by a beryllium-cop p r s m pl h o d er whi h f ts i sid th p r ssu e c ll •T is show n in F igure 6, % here the ratios of the areas o f the C O
copper sample holder which fits inside the pressure cell. stretch bands of swMbCO, for two pH values, are plotted vs

Helium gas is pressurized by using a Harwood Engineering IO00/T for different pressures. Above about 330 K MbCO
A2.SJ Intensifier or an Aminco (now Superpressure) compressor unfolds, and the entire CO stretch spectrum changes. Between
(Model 46-14060) after being filtered by a 5-jim filter. The about 330 and 200 K. the three A substates are in equilibrium.
pressure is monitored with a Bourdon gauge accurate to within In the transition region between about 200 and 180 K. exchange

The static absorption spectra in the Soret region were taken between the A substates becomes measurably slow. Below about180 K, the exchange is immeasurably slow and each proteinwith a Cary-14 spectrometer. The myoglobin concentration was molecule remains frozen into a particular CS° the protein has
about 15 AM and the path length was about 7 mm. mecue reain s o e t a lar CS0; te potenrhas

The ligand rebinding measurements in the Soret region were become glasslike. We use the terms glassy or glasslike to describe
obtained with a flash photolysis system.' The photolysis pulse a frozen and metastable complex system In the present section
was generated by a flashlamp-pumped dye laser (Phase-R DL- treat the equilibrium region.
1000) using coumarin 6 dye (540 nm, 100-150 mJ). Rebinding The equilibrium region of Ao/A h shows two vant Hoff-like
was monitored with light from a tungsten lamp passed through parts, with a minimum near 300 K. me have shown that for
an 'nterference filter and collected onto a photomultiplier (RCA constant pressure this behavior follows from the thermodynamic
4837). The phomrmultiplier outnut from 7 ps to 300 s was digiti7ed properties of proteins.22  Here we generalize the treatment to

• The pressure cell containing include pressure and shuw that the data in Figure 6 lead to awith a logarithmic time-base digitizer. detrmiatineosthurlatve herodyamcopramternofth
the sample was placed in a liquid helium storage Dewar (Janis), determination of the relative thermodynamic parameters of the
and the temperature was monitored with a Si diode on the pressure We assume that the A substates have equal extinction coef-
cell. The protein concentrations for the Soret flash photolysis c e ratm o th e t the substates in e-
measurements were 220 pM for MbCO and 300MuM for MbO2; ficientseu The ratio of the populations of the substates in eq I
the sample path length was 0.5 mm. is then equal to the ratio of the band areas. If the thermodynamic

The IR spectra were taken on a Mattson Sirius 100 FTIR parameters E, V, and S are taken to be independent of T, the data
spectrometer at 2 cmi1 resolution. Low temperatures were in Figure 6 cannot be fit with only the two substates Ao and A,.
maintained with a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (CTI Model Experiments show, however, that the specific heat of globular
22C) and a Lake Shore Cryogenics temperature controller (Model proteins is essentially linear from 200 to 320 K.2" The entropy
93C). A silicon diode mounted on the sample cell monitored the can consequently be approximated by S(T) = S(0) + sT. We
temperature. Photoly:is for the IR rebinding experiments was generalize this expression to also include a term linear in pressure
achieved with an argon ion laser operating at 514 nm with an S(TP) = S(O) + sT + tP (5)
intensity of 0.4 W/cm2 and a beam diameter of about 3 mm. The _
pH 6.6 samples were 15 mM MbCO, and were photolyzed for (22) Hong. M. K.; Braunstein. D.; Cowen. B R.; Frauenfelder, H.; tben.
20 s; the pH 5.5 samples were 5 mM MbCO and were photolyzed I. E. T.; Mourant, J. R.: Ormos. P.; Scholl. R; Schulte. A.. Steinbach. P. J.;
for 10 s. All samples used for flash photolysis were 0.075 mm Xie. A, H.. Young. R. D. Biophys. J.. submitted for publication

(23) Morikis. A.; Champion, P M.. Springer, B A.; Sligar, S. G Bio-thick. Absolute absorbance spectra (as in Figure 9) were obtained chemistry 1919 28, 4791.
by subtracting either a solvent background or a solvent deoxy- (24) Mrevlishvili. G M. Sot. Phi's Usp 1979. 22, 433
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TABLE I: Tlvw-,,"dy-smic Parameters for the Population Ratios 20
AO/A1 at pH 6.6 and 5.51 (a) .6

pH 5-5-

parameter 6,6 5.5 in

-NE(0). kJ mol -I -68 -22 o20
AV(0), cm, mol - I  -45 -42AS(0), J rtol - I K-  -510 -150
. 3', cm3 mol -' K-' -0.11 -0.13 ~40 _

As. J mol- ' K- 2  
+1.7 +0.44

'Data and Fit shown in Figure 6. Errors are o25%. Samplcr
swMbCO in 75% glycerol/water (v/v). (b)

E
This expansion is justified by noting that the Maxwell relation -. 5
(aS/aP)T = -(8 V/8T)p yields Z O.

V(TP) = V(0) - cT (6) 0 -

With w

= -d V(O) (7) 40

eq 6 is the standard relation V(T) = V(0) (I + 4T), where 0 is -

the coefficient of thermal expansion and where the compressibility- O6 --
has been neglected. From eq 5, standard thermodynamics yields E I - -

E(T,P) = E(O) + LPT + /2sT2  (8) E

The difference in Gibbs free energy between substates Ao and Al -0

becomes >o

(T,P) - = - 250 300 350
AE(0) + P A V(O) - T 21S(0) - AVPT - /2 (9) T(K)

where, for instance, AE(0) - E0 (O) - E(O), and E0 (0) is the Figure 7. Differences in entropy (in units of R), energy (ki/mol). and
internal energy of substate A0 at T = 0, P = 0. volume (cm'/mol) between the substates Ao and Al at pH 6.6 and pH

Fits to eq I and 9 yield the solid lines in Figure 6 and the 5.5 at zero pressure as a function of temperature. The differences are
parameters in Table I. These values, together with eq 5, 6, and derived from the fits in Figure 6.
8, give the differences in entropy (in units of R), energy, and
volume between substates as a function of temperature shown in T (K)

Figure 7. 0 P
In order to discuss the results in Table l and Figure 7 we first T 0 - - -

note that the volume differences are given in cm 3/mol, with I
cm3/mol = 1.67 X 10-3 nml/molecule = 1.67 A3/molecule The 200 //./(L SS TRANSTO////-T

volume Vfb of a Mb molecule is about 40000 Al. The pocket S9'-'-'-'" ,._ ,-. ,.. L .
volume is about 200 A3. The ratios A V/VAb are of the order of
10- 3. indicating that the overall volumes of the three substates
are nearly the same. The volume of Ao is smallest, but the PFR
difference AlVdecreases with increasing temperature. Below about "If - _'-

300 K, A0 also has the smallest entropy and the lowest internal F FP
energy. This observation suggests that Ao may be stabilized by
additional hydrogen bonds at low Tand that the number of these
bonds decreases with increasing T. X-ray diffraction studies at
different pH and pressures2s '26 and calorimetric studies at different 00 P Pf P
pH are needed to explore the substates in more detail.

A last remark here concerns the value of v. With eq 7 we write Figure S. The protein sample is taken from an initial state (T,.P,) to a
final state (Tr,Pf) on different pathways, for instance 0 - F- FP (solid

-A V(0)I -OAV(0) - V(0)A43 (10) path) and 0 - P - PF (dashed path). In equilibrium, the protein

Using %V(0) from Table I and taking the volume thermal ex- properties in the two states must be identical. Metastability is proven

pansion coefficient 0 fom X-ray data 27 as 3.5 x 10' K gives if different properties are found at FP and PF.

for the first term in eq 10 the value +0.01 cml/(mol K). Since outstanding characteristics of the glassy (amorphous) state are
& for Ao is negative, the main contribution to 1 must come from a rugged energy landscape and metastability. The rugged energy
the second term, suggesting that 1/A O .v/V(O) = Av/O5VMb landscape, valleys within valleys within valleys, is shown in Figure

0.005. 3. Metastability implies that the state of the system below the

5. The Metastable Glass State glass temperature depends on its history and that the system is
Below about 160 K, the exchange among substates of tier 0 trapped in a substate with an energy above the lowest energy.
andBter Ibistfro0e, anthe ene isong gasse wof ter0 History dependence can be shown by moving in the TP plane

and tier I is frozen, and the protein is glasslike . 2- 1- 11 Two (Figure 8) from a point above the glass transition to a point below

(25) Kuriyan. J.; Wilz, S.; Karplus. M.; Petsko, G. A. J. Afol. Biol. 1986. T by two different pathways.' In equilibrium, the properties

192, 133.
(26) Tilton. Jr.. R. F.; Petsko. G. A. Biochemistry 1988, 27, 6574. (30) Singh. G. P.; Schink. H. J.; von L6hneysen. H.; Parak, F.. Hunklinger,
(27) Frauenfelder, H.; Hartmann, H.; Karplus, M.; Kuntz, Jr., I. D.; S. Z. Phys. 1914, 855. 23.

Kuriyan, J.. Perak. F.; Petsko, G. A.. Ringe, D.; Tilton, Jr., R. F.; Connolly, (31) Champion, P M.; Sievers, A. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1910, 72, 1569.
M. L.; Max. N. Biochemistry 1917, 26. 254. (32) Morozov. V. N.; Gevorkian.S. G. Biopolymers 1985. 24, 1785.

(28) Frauenfelder, H.; Petsko, G. A.; Tsernoglou, D. Nature tt"9, 280, (33) Doster, W., Bachleitner, A.; Dunan, R.: Hieb. D; Lscher. E. Uio-
551. phys. J. 1986, 50, 213.

(29) Goldanskii, V. I.; Krupyanakii, Yu. F.; Fleurov. V. N. Dokl. Akad. (34) Eiemtn, L.; Frauenfelder. H. In Frontlersofiologlcal Eerelcs,
Nauk. SSSR 1913, 272, 971. Academic Pres: New York, 1978; Vol. I, p 280.
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08 PF Solvent

006Pressure P

,~I ~ "I F Pressure P

002- .PFR ~~''
"- ' - Figure 10 Pressure screening. An externally applied pressure P., may

., not be fully transmitted to the protein. The pressure seen by the protein2000 190 16 9 0 20 1900 is given by P = qP., The ligand bound at the heine may be additionally
Wovenumbe, (cn ') shielded by the hoe pocket so Pi,. the pressure the ligand feels, may

Figure 9. The MbCO stretch spectrum determined at the points F, FP, differ from P.

PF, PFR in the TP plane of Figure 8, with T, = 225 K. T( = 100 K, P,
= 0.1 MPa. and Pf = 200 MPa. In equilibrium, the pairs F/PFR, and Elastic and conformational band shifts can be distinguished with
FP/PF should yield identical spectra. The different spectra prove me- the technique depicted in Figure 8: At the temperature T, (>T )
tastability. Sample: s*MbCO in 75% glycerol/water (v/v) at pH 5,5. both the elastic and the conformational shifts occur. At Tr (<<T1 .1,

only the elastic shift takes place. To discuss these shifts, we
of the system are independent of the path (history). For must consider the simplest case and assume two conformational sub-
of our experiments we select the two pathw ays shown in Figure states (Figure I a), with peak wavenumbers v0 and vi and elastic
8. On the solid pathway, we freeze the sample (F) and then shifts b' 0 and bvj. We further assume the normalized populations
pressurize (FP). On the dashed pathway, we first pressurize (P), wo(lP) and w1(P) of the two substates to be functions of pressure.
then freeze (PF), and finally release the pressure (PFR). In The average wavenumbers in the four pressure states of Figure
equilibrium, F and PFR or FP and PF should yield identical 8 then become
protein properties. Figure 9 shows the results of such an ex-
periment, where the CO stretch spectrum of swMbCO is measured VF = wo(O)Vo + wI(O)V,
at the four points F, FP, PF, PFR in the TP plane, with T, = 225 V'FP = w0(0)(' 0 + 110) + hA'(0)(11, + 6 i')
K. Tr = 100 K, P, = 0.1 MPa, Pf = 200 MPa. The infrared
spectra obtained via the two pathways differ considerably: Vpr = wo(P)(vo + bvo) + KI(P)(' + 6i'1)
Metastability is proven. 'PFr = wo(P)vo + w%,(P),,, (12)

6. Pressure Effects on Spectral Lines From these four observables we form, with wo(P) + wj(P) = I,
6.1. Elastic and Conformational Pressure Effects. In crystals. three independent differences

the dominant effect of a moderate pressure on the optical spectra Al - VF- - 'F = Xo(0)61'0 + %.(0)6V,
is a peak shift, usually to lower wavenumber (red shift). The
pressure compresses the crystal and decreases the distances be- A 'FPF - L'PFR = w0(P)hV0 + %](P)b'
tween the atoms, thereby changing the total energy. The ar-
rangement (topology) of the atoms remains unchanged. Since 3 -

1
' = two(P) - w(0)][i. - a'0] (13)

this effect involves only an elastic deformation of the crystal, it The first two differences are elastic, and they vanish if no elastic
occurs rapidly at any temperature. At the pressures of interest shift occurs; i.e., if b6'o = 6p, = 0. The third difference is con-
here (P _5 200 MPa), the wave number shift 6P, is linear in P formational and is nonzero only if the pressure changes the

6V, = cP (1I) population of the substates and the wavenumbers of the substates
differ. Finally, a nonvanishing difference between A, and .12

and the coefficient c, is proportional to the volume difference
between the ground and the excited state of the optical transition." -2 - At = [w(P) - w1(0)116['1 - 6'o (14)

In proteins, the situation is more complex and two different proves that even the elastic shifts in the different substates differ.
types of pressure effects occur, elastic and conformational 6.2. Pressure Screening. In a crystal, the pressure inside is
(plastic)."6  The elastic effect is similar to the one in crystals: the same as the externally applied hydrostatic pressure P,,,. In
The protein remains in the same substate and does not change a protein, the situation is more intricate as indicated in Figure
conformation, and the arrangement (topology) of the atoms re- 10. Two effects must be taken into account: In the glassy state
mains unchanged. The spectral shift is due to an increase in the below the glass temperature, T,, of the solvent, the solvent may
density and hence energy of the protein. The conformational effect not transmit the entire pressure to the protein. At all temperatures,
is characteristic of proteins, but is similar to the effect of pressure the ligand within the pocket may be shielded even from the protein
on thermal transitions discussed by Drickamer and co-workers.3  pressure P by the pocket.
In conformational effects, pressure changes the local or global In a simple static model, where the coefficient. of thermal
arrangement of the atoms; the protein moves from one confor- expansion are neglected, the effective pressure at the protein can
mational substate to another. Each conformational substate may he calculated.'m The resulting effective pressures in the four states
give rise to a line with a slightly different peak wavenumber, and below T, (Figure 8) are
the overall band may be a Gaussian superposition of Lorentzians
(Voigtian). Thus, spectral lines in proteins are inhomogeneously PF - 0, PFP qP.,. tP PeXl, PPF - (I - q)P., (15)
broadened:16 ' 1.1. 9  a pressure-induced shift in the substate where
populations not only shifts the line but also changes its shape. I+ (4/3) ,x

q = (16)
(35) Slichter, C. P.; Drickamer, H. G. Phys. Ret. B 1910. 22. 4097. 1 + (4 / 3 )Mx(
(36) Noguti, T.; Go, N. Proteim 1919, 5, 97.
(37) Drickamer. H. G.; Frank, C. W.; Slichter. C. P. Proc. Nail. Acad. Here tu, is the shear modulus of the solvent, and K, and K. are the

Sci. USA 1972, 69, 933. compressibilities of the solvent and the protein. Protein com-
(38) Agmon, N.; Hopfield, J. J. J. Chem. Phys. 1913, 79, 2042
(39) Ormnos, P.; Ansari, A.; Braunstein, D.; Cowen, B. R.; Frauenfelder,

H.; Hong, M. K.; lben, I. E. T.; Sauke, T. B.; Steinbaech, P. J.; Young, R. D. (40) Sorensen. L. B. Ph.D. Thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Biophys. J., in press. Champaign, 1980.
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F TABLE I1: Wavenumber Differences for the Stretch Bands A* and
- - P A, of swMbCO"
-- elastic conformational

1.5- PFR 0-1 1 shifts, cm-' shifts, cm -1

. substate pH T. K A, A A, A, - a1
1.0-A0 6.6 25- 100b -1,6 -07 -0.2 +0+9

f6.6 50 -1.3 -0.5 -1.4 +0.8
4 / N A, 5.5 25-100b 0

6.6 50 0 -0.1 +0.3 -0.1

0.5- Differences are given in cm-', errors ±0 2 cm'l. Pressure 200
MPa. 75% glycerol/water (v/v). Potassium phosphate buffer. The

415 420 425 430 points F, FP, PF, and PFR are explained in Figure 8. "Average values.
Wavelength (nm)

Figure II. The Soret band for different pressure states. Sample: the following with eq 13 and 14 and with -AX/X = Av/v: A, =
swMbCO in 75% glycerol/water solvent by volume, pH 7. T = 140 K, -20 cm-'; A2 = -40 ca-, A = -20 c -'. A2 - -20 cm.
P = 190 M Pa. The nonzero values of A, and A2 prove that elastic shifts occur

in the conformations between P = 0 and P = 190 MPa. The third
TABLE I1: Peak Position of the Soret Band for swMb in the
Pressure States Shown in Figure 81 difference implies that pressure changes the populations and that

peak__position,___ _- the peak wavenumbers of the substates are different. The finite
peak position. nm value of Az - A, demonstrates that the elastic shifts in various

protein T, K solvent F FP PF PFR substates are different.
MbCO 140 water 423.7 424.4 424.4 423.5 The shifts for MbCO in 75% glycerol/water have been mea-
MbCO 140 75% G 423.4 423.8 424.5 423.8 sured in the temperature range from 60 to 160 K and were found
MbCO 140 97% G 423.5 424.1 424.4 423.5 to be independent of T. This independence implies that the
MetMb 120 75% G 410.0 410.7 411.3 410.2 pressure effects caused by thermal expansion are small.

*Pressure at P is 190 \IPa. G denotes glycerol. % by volume. 50 The pressure effect on the Soret band does not determine in
mM phosphate buffer, pH 7. Points F, FP, PF, and PFR are explained which tier of suhstates the pressure effect occurs. This information
in Figure 8. can be obtained from pressure studies of the CO stretch bands

in MbCO.
pressibilites have been measured by using sound velociLy4t4 2 and 6.4. Pressure Effects on the CO Stretch Bands. Studies of
fluorescence 3 techniques. The sound velocity technique measures the stretch vibrations in condensed systems by Drickamer and
an average value, the fluorescence experiment, a change in distance collaborators4

8
49 show that vco red shifts with increasing presure;

between the heme and a tryptophan residue. Since the distance the coefficient c, in eq I I is of the order of 3 X 10-2 cm -' MPa-'.
can also be changed by a pressure-induced change in substates, We have studied the effect of pressure on the stretch bands A o
and since q in eq 16 refers to an average protein value, we use and At of swMbCO. An example is shown in Figure 9. Apart
the results from the sound velocity experiments. Some of the data from the change in population already discussed in section 4.
in the next subsection refer to ice as the solvent. The relevant pressure shifts the stretch bands and changes their shape. The
coefficients for ice are" p, = 3.8 GPa and x, = 0.11 GPa-1 ; the shifts and shape changes depend on the path in the TP piane. In
compressibility of Mb lies between 0.06 and 0.12 GPa-. For ice Table III we list the wavenumber differences as defined in eq 13
as the solvent, q lies between 1.2 and 0.97. For the following and 14 for the two bands Ao and A, at two different pH values.
discussions we assume q = I. The two substates Ao and Al are surprisingly different. A,

We will see below that there exists evidence for additional shows very small or vanishing elastic and conformational shifts.
screening of the CO molecule bound to the heme iron. The Ao, in contrast, displays both elastic and conformational shifts.
screening depends markedly on substate. To interpret the Even for Ao, however, the coefficient c, in eq II, c, 5 X 10-3

screening, X-ray structures for the different CS0 will be required, cm-i MPa -t , is considerably smaller than for carbonyls in liquids.
Differences in the thermal expansion of the 9rotein and the The smallness of the elastic shifts and the different behavior of

solvent can also induce a pressure on the protein. If the thermal Ao and A, may be caused by different pressure screening or by
expansion coefficient of the protein is smaller than that of the a different dielectric environment within the heme pocket. The
solvent, a temperature change may lead to tension, cancelling part Kirkwood-Bauer-Magat relation5 gives for the elastic shift
of the external pressure. The experiments that will be discussed
in section 8 indicate that this effect is not pronounced. X f - (

6.3. Pressure Shift of the Soret Band. A pressure-induced - I c X +I
red shift of the Soret band in heme proteins has been observed
by a number of groups.'4 7 Since these experiments were per- where e is the dielectric coefficient of the medium surrounding
formed in a small temperature range, they do not provide in- the CO dipole. Different e may account for the magnitudes and
formation on the separation of the shift into elastic and confor- differences of the elastic shifts.
mational components. The conformational pressure shift of Ao implies that the sub-

We have measured the Soret band of swMb in a number of states of tier I within a given CS0 have properties different enough
solvents at the four points F, FP. PF. and PFR of Figure 8. One to produce a conformational shift. This conclusion is supported
set of data is shown in Figure II, and the peak wavelengths in by three more observations: The substate Ao broadens under
a few solvents are listed in Table II. For example, the values pressure as shown in Figure 9, the tilt angle a between the CO
for swMbCO in a 75% glycerol-water solvent (Figure Il) give axis and the heme normal in a given CS0 is distributed about its

average value,' 2 and different parts within a given CO stretch band
(41) Gekko. K.; Noguchi. H. J. Phys. Chem. 1979, 83. 2706. rebind CO after photodissociation with different rates.39

(42) Gavish. B.; Gratton, E.; Hardy, C. J. Proc. Nall. Acad. Sci. USA
1913, 80. 750, 7. Pressure Studies of Protein Dynamics

(43) Marden, M. C.; Hui Bon He, G.; Stetzkowski-Marden, F. Biophys. So far we have discussed the application of presure to the study
J. 1916. 49. 619.

(44) Hobbs, P. V. lt Physicr, Oxford: London, 1974. of protein structure, equilibrium behavior, and metastability.
(45) Ogunmola, G. B.; Zipp. A.; Chen, F.; Kauzmann, W. Proc. Nail.

Acad. S. USA 1977, 74. I.
(46) Gibson, Q. H.; Carty. F. G.. jol. Chem. 197I, 252, 4093. (43) Benson. Jr.. A. M.; Drickamer, H. G. J. Chem. Phys. IM95. 27, 1164.
(47) Alden. R. G.; Sattede, J. D.; Mintorovitch, J.; Constantinidia, I.; (49) Wiederkehr. R. R.; Drickamer, H. G. J. Chem. Phys. M95R, 28. 311.

Ondrias, M. R.; Swanson, B. I. 1. Biol. Chem. 196, 264, 1933. (50) Buckingham, A. D. Proc. R. Soc. A 195 , 248. 169.
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Figure 12. The behavior of an observable O(P;t) after a rapid pressure
change at time f = 0. An essentially instantaneous elastic relaxation is (b)
followed by a slower conformational relaxation.

Pressure is also a good tool wi It which to explore the dynamics -7 .16
of proteins. E K

7.1. The Pressure Jumn Tut hnique.51 In the transition region 1966.2 -- -
shown in Figure 8 between about 150 and 210 K, the relaxation 1966 1,
phenomena are slow enough to permit the determination of the
relaxation functions with a Fourier-transform infrared spectrom- i p,e,,leo' t I
eter.;i 0 1 2 3 4 5

The idea of a pressure jump experiment is simple. Consider log 0 /s)
an observable O(P,T;t) that depends on pressure, with an equi- Figure 13. The peak wavenumber v5 (t) of the AO band plotted versus log
librium value O(P.T,-) = O(P,T). The system is first equilibrated t in a pressure-rclease experiment. Topi Pressure plotted versus log 1.
at a given temperature T with pressure P,. At time t = 0, the Bottom: (b) 150-170 K. The elastic shift (0.5 cm -') is shown together
pressure is changed rapidly to a new value Pr and the change of with the prerelease wavenumber. (a) 175-205 K. Sample. swMbCO
the observable O(P,Tit) as a function of time after the pressure in 75% glycerol/water at pH 6.6
change is measured. The general behavior of O(PT;t) after such Equation 22 contains only two free parameters and consequently
a pressure jump is shown schematically in Figure 12. Initially yields better determined parameters than eq 21 if data are
O(P,T;t) changes very rapidly from O(P ,T) to a value O(Pf, T;O+). available only over small temperature intervals.
We identify this change as elastic relaxation.' In a second phase, 7.3. Relaxation Processes in swMbCO. The results presented
O(P,T;t) relaxes with measurable rate toward the new equilibrium in Figures 6 and 9 provide us with three observables O(P;t) for
value O(PrT;-). We interpret the second change as the con- studying the relaxation processes in MbCO. the relative areas,
formational relaxation and characterize it at the temperature T the peak wavenumbers, and the widths of the CO stretch bands
by the relaxation function 4(Tjt), A,. The information in section 2 permits a logical connection

O(PfTt) - O(Pf.T;o-) between these observables and the tiers of substates. The three
4(T;t) = (18) CO stretch bands label the three substates of tier 0. Exchange

O(Pf.T,0+) - O(Pf.T;-) between these CS0 after a perturbation, for instance a pressure

The experimental determination of 4(T;t) is made difficult by jump, hence characterizes FIM 0, the nonequilibrium motion
the nonexponential character of the conformational relaxation. among CS'. The peak wavenumber and width of an individual
After the pressure jump, the experiment must be continued long CO stretch band characterizes the substates of tier I within a given
enough so that the final value O(PtT;) is sufficiently well-known. CS. We therefore assume that, in the absence of exchange with

7.2. Time and Temperature Dependence ofi4. The relaxation another CS0 , the motions of these observables after a perturbation
functions observed in complex systems are usually not exponential label FI M 1, the nonequilibrium motion among the CS1 of a given
in time and cannot be characterized by a single rate coefficient.52-5 CS ° .
It is customary to approximate their time dependence either by We have already published a set of relaxation data obtained
a stretched exponential with the pressure-release technique.2 These experiments were

4>(T~t) =exp[-(k,(Tt)fl] (19) performed with swMbCO in 759c glycerol/water (v/v) at pH
7 by applying 100 MPa at 240 K, cooling the sample to the desired

or by a power law 14  temperature in the transition region between 160 and 205 K,
4(T;t) = [I + kr(T)t]-" (20) measuring the IR spectrum for about 300 s, and releasing the

pressure to 7 MPa in a few seconds. IR spectra were then taken
The parameters k,, 0. and n in eq 19 and 20 are usually functions at approximately exponentially increasing times from 10 to more
of T. The rate parameter kr(T) follows an Arrhenius relation only than 10' s. The relaxation functions 4o(t) and $l(t) were de-
over small intervals in T. In glasses, k,(T) can be described over termined by eq 18 where 0 is the area of band Ao for 4,0, and
more than 10 orders of magnitude either by the Vogel-Tam- the peak wavenumber or width of A0 for 4,l. The resulting re-
mann-Fulcher equation"5  laxation functions are shown in ref 21 and reveal two charac-

kr(7) = Av xp[-Ey/R(T-Ty)] (21) teristics that are also seen in relaxation processes in glasses: The
or by the relation56.51 relaxation functions are nonexponential in time, and the relaxation

rates differ by orders of magnitude in a narrow temperature
k,(7) = AB exp[-(EB/RT)2] (22) interval suggesting a non-Arrhenius temperature behavior. The

time dependence of ,(t) was fit by using a power law. eq 20, which
51) P. V.: Gufreund. H. FEBS Lett. 1 , 1, 323. describes the data better than a stretched exponential, eq 19.(51) Atiwood, Anew.setuo pressureHeleaseSdataon.MbCO0in75l gl3cer

(52) Wagner, K. W. Ann. Phys 1913, 40. 817. A new set of pressure release data on MbCO in 75% glyccr-
(53) Klafter, J.; Shlesinger, M. F. Proc. Nail. Acad. Sci. USA 1916, 83, ol/water at pH 5 5 and 6.6 again shows the two relaxation pro-

848. cesses FIM 0 and FI M I but surprisingly also gives evidence for
(54) Shlesinger, M. Annu. Rer. Phys. Chem. 198, 39, 269. a third relaxation process near 180 K. The data were taken by
(55) Zallen. R. The Physics of Amorphous Solids; Wiley: New York.

1983 Jilckle, J. Rep. Prog. Phys. 1986, 49, 171.
(56) Blssler, H. Phys. Rev. Lfts. 191117, 38. 767. (57) Zwanzig. R Proc Nall Acad Sci USA 19. 85, 2029.
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Figure 14. The areas of the bands A0 and A1 as a function of time after ..o) "s. o., 85SKa pressure release from 200 to 25 MPa. Temperature, 180-205 K. 18 0 ,

Sampte: swMbCO in 75% glycerol/water at pH 6.6. .... LgOK
applying 200 MPa at 225 K. cooling the sample to the desired -t FMO ' aA 17195K

temperature, measuring the IR spectrum for about 300 s, and
*releasing the pressure to 25 MPa in a few seconds. Infrared 200,,, OK

spectra were again taken at approximately exponentially increasing 0 2 3, 4 5
times from about 10 to 10' s. Figure 13 shows the peak wave- o )i/si
number o for band A0 at pH 6.6 from 150 to 205 K plotted versus
log i. Figure 14 shows the areas of A0 and A1 as a function of Figure 15. Relaxation functions ,$(t.T), eq 18. for FIM 1, FIM X, and
time after pressure release. The data in these figures suggest the FIM 0. FIM I was obtained by using the decrease in width of A0. FIN4

of rlaxaion in he ranstio regon ear , X:is characterized by the shift of the peak wavenumber of Ao. FIM 0following sequence ofrlxtosi h rniinrgo erTs scharacterized by the change in the area of A0. Sample: swMbCO in
elasti¢ Ft%1 i FIM X FIM 0 75% glycerol/water at pH 6.6.1965.7 - 1966.2 1967.0 - 1966.2-

1 9 6 . c m -
5

F966.2 cm- TTABLE IV: Parameters Characterizing the Relaxation Processes
After the pressure release, a rapid elastic shift changes the peak FIM 0. FIMI I and FIM X"
position of A0 from 1965.7 to about 1966.2 cm-i. Below about FIM 0
I50 K, no further shift occurs. Above about 150 K. the peakposition of A0 does not stop at 1966.2 cm-i but continues to shift parameter pH fast slow FIM FIM X
to theablue blue with a nonexponential time dependence. Above 180 Time Dependence
K, FIM I is so fast relaxation appears to start at 1967.0 cmt.- 5.5 2 l 0.3 4 5
Surprisingly, however 1967.0 cm does not correspond to the K. pt 0.8 0.rs
relaxed pressure state F, 1966.2 cmif. Indeed, a new relaxation
process occurs which leads from 1967.0 to 1966.2 cm -g. Since Temperature Dependence-Arrhenius, = A exp(-E/RT)

we do not yet have a satisfactory interpretation of this relaxation log (A/s -') 5.5 b b 20 12process, we call it FIc t X. Above 180 K, FIM 0 sets in; it is the 6.6 27 70 20 13
transition from substate AT to A, measured by the change in area of 36

of A. Above about 210 K, FIM 0 becomes too fast to be observed E, kJ/mol 5.5 b b 7' 556.6 I 0 280 80 55
with our system. 71.In addition to the three relaxation processes FIM 0. I, and X t 25
at least one other similar process occurs near 180 K: the exchange Temperature Dependence, kc = A exp(-(E/RT)) Eq 22
between the substates Ao and A3

2 ' W vea not yet investigated log (A/s - ) 5.5 b s 8 5
this exchange in detail; its study will require pH greater than 7. 6.6 13 34 7 5

To evaluate the relaxation data, we dirst calculate the relaxation -7 13 21 17
functions (t). eq 18. The observable o in eq 18 is the peak E, kJ/mol 5.5 b b 7 6
frequency or width of A 0 for FIM I, the peak frequency of A0  6 1 0 13 9

for FIM X. and the area of A0 for FIM 0. The three relaxationfunctions, displayed in Figure 15. show that FIM 1 and FIM 0 The time dependence of the relaxation function 4(i,T) described by
are clearly nonexponential in time, while FIM X is close to an a stretched exonential, eq 19, with parameter $. Temperature de-
exponential. A stretched exponential, eq 19o fits FIM I better pendence given in terms of an Arrhenius (AE) and eq 22 (A 1 ,E,).
taaproess,0ap n6.riFIM 0 has a fast and slow component for pH 6.6 and 1 K7 FIM X is
thansatownot observed for pH 7. Errors are A-2e%. rParameters not wellwas fit to a power law at pH 7.0 Because the deconvolution of determined. 'FIM I for pH 7 is better described by a power law, eq
the infrared spectra into A. A, and A5 is somewhat ambiguous. 20 with n = 0.26.
the details of the time dependence are difficult to pin down. To
further evaluate the data, we fit the temperature dependence of close to the normally expected value of l0t s - . , and the activation

the relaxation functions in two different ways, with an Arrhenius energy could place it into tier 2. Moreover, it is close to exponentialrelation and with eq 22. The results, together with the values from in time. We therefore believe that it describes a less complex
ref 21. are given in Table IV. phenomenon than either FIM 0 or FIM 1. In earlier experiments2'Even though the data in Table IV are preliminary, they provide at a higher pH we did not observe FIM X; it may consequentlyinsight into the relaxation processes in Mb. We first note that be strongly influenced by pH. The curves in Figure 13 hint thatFIM X differs considerably from FIM 0 and FIM I. Its moredetailedstudiesofFIM Xand of the state with wavenumbr

preexponential factor as obtained from an Arrhenius relation is 1967.0 cm-9 are feasible: Near i K. Mb remains in this state

exoeta.AsrthdepnnilIq1,ft I etr pnec ie ntrso nAreis(,)ade 2(,E)
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for a sufficiently long time so that additional measurements can o,
be performed. FA (a)

FIM 0 and FIM I are both nonexponential in time. FIM I
can be well described by a stretched exponential. FIM 0, on theother hand, is more complicated. The data in Figures 14 and 15 1 -
and at higher pH2' suggest a biphasic behavior in which at least
one or. possibly, both of the components display a nonexponential M
time dependence. We cannot yet decide if the relaxation is due _
to one raher complex process or if two different phenomena are
involved. Moreoscr. interference from FIM X is possible. To
obtain some insight, we fit $o with two components where one 160Kis a stretched exponential while the other is close to exponential.
These components are labeled "slow" and "fast" in Table IV. The
temperature dependencies of FIM 0 and FIM I are not adequately
described by an Arrhenius relation, because the preexponentials 0
take on values of 10 s-1 and higher. Similar values of the P P (b)
preexponentials arise if the c relaxation in glasses is characterized
by an Arrhenius relation. In glasses, where the a relaxation can P--

be observed over a wide range in T, it is known that an Arrhenius F -8 P K

plot does not yield a straight line and that, for instance, eq 21 or F 80K

22 must be used. We invoke the analogy to glasses and use eq ,i PFR

22 to parametrize the data in Table IV. The values of the 120K

preexponential and energy for FIM I appear to depend strongly -F
on pH. We assume, again in analogy to glasses, that both FIM -F IK

0 and FIM I describe large-scale motions in the protein. A
complete characterization of relaxation in MbCO is difficult owing
to the fact that several relaxation processes occur in a narrow
temperature interval around 180 K. In addition, the biphasic -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -' I 2 3

nature of FIM 0 is not understood. Therefore, all relaxation lo /0

processes in MbCO will have to be studied in more detail before Figure 16 Rebinding of CO (a) and 02 (b) to sperm whale myoglobin
they can be fully interpreted, after flash photolysis. AA(t), the absorption change at time t after the

laser flash, is proportional to the fraction of Mb molecules that have not
8. Pressure and Protein Reactions rebound a ligand. The data have been scaled to AA(0) for swMbCO in

We discuss here one simple example, the binding of CO and the F state Solvent: 759% glycerol/sater, pH 7.0 The pressure states
02 to myoglobins at low temperatures, but believe that the general F, FP, PF, and PFR are defined in Figure 8
concepts will be needed to explain the high-temperature data and
are also applicable to other reactions in complex systems. permits us to concentra'e iliC central aspects of the binding

8.1. Pressure Effect on Ligand Binding-A Puzzle? The reaction.
measurements of the effects of pressure on the associatno, rates The binding of CO and 02 to heme proteins attemperatures
of CO and 02 to Mb and hemog~lohin (Hb) b), HasinofP t gave below about 160 K has been studied in detail by using flasha puzzlind result. The activation volumes [eq 4] for the bin ding photolysis. K

6  The sample. for instance MbCO, is brought toui 02 were positive (+8 cm3/mol for Mb, +5 cm 3/mol for Hb) the desired temperature. The bond between the CO and the hemewhile those for CO were negative (-9 cm3/mol for Mb, -3 and iron is broken by a laser flash. The CO moves into the heme
-21 cm3/mol for the "fast" and "slow" reaction in Hb). The pocket and rebinds from there. We denote the bound state as A
negative values observed for CO conform to expectation: The and the state with the ligand in the heme pocket by B (Figure
binding of CO involves formation of a covalent bond between CO ! b). Rebinding B -- A is monitored by observing the corre-and the hOme iron, and such bond formation is typically char- sponding spectral changes, either in the Soreti 4 or the infrared."acterized by an activation volume of about -10 cm/mol. In We denote with N(t) the survival probability, the fraction of Mbcontrast, the positive activation volume for o2 is surprising. The molecules that has not rebound a ligand at the time t afterpuzzle is magnified on closer inspection. The binding of CO and photodissociation. N(t) is nonexponential in time and can usually0 is controlled at the h rme iron, and this binding step is similar be approximated by a power law, eq 20." Examples of suchfor both ligands. °  Moreover, binding of CO to heme has an nonexponential rebinding are given in Figures 16 and 17.act ia nds Me eof r 2nding cofmo These valus demosrae The nonexponential rebinding is explained by postulating thatthat the binding process is more complex than a simple one-step each protein molecule is in a different conformational substatereaction and that the protein must play a role in the control of and that the different substates possess different activation en-reacionandtha th prtei mut pay roe i th cotro of thalpies HBA for the binding transition B -A .14 To describe the
the binding reaction. We will show here that the effect of pressure thaepied H fr te bnitr
on the simple association reaction is sufficiently complex that observed N(t), we write
experiments performed only at physiological temperatures and N(t) = CdHBA g(HB ) expl-k(HBA)t] (23)
using only observation in the Soret are incapable of elucidating f
the mechanisms of such biomolecular reactions. Here g(HBA) dHBA is the probability of finding a protein molecule

8.2. Low-Temperature Binding of CO and 02 to Mb. In order with an enthalpy barrier between HBA and HBA + dHBA, and
to discuss the effect of pressure on the binding of ligands to heme k(HBA) is the rate coefficient
proteins, the general features of the binding process must be k(HBA) = ABA exp!-HBA/RTJ (24)
described first. While pressure data over the entire temperature
range from 4 to 300 K exist,62 we restrict the discussion here to The preexponential, ABA, is usually taken as ABA = A(T/To),
the low-temperature regime below about 160 K. This restriction where the reference temperature To is 100 K and A is temperature

independent.
(58) Hasinoff, B. B. Biochemistry 1974, 13. 3111. 8.3. Pressure Effects Observed in the Soret Band.10 We expect
(59) Van Eldick, R.; Asano. T.; Le Noble. W J. Chem. Rev. 199, 89, 549. pressure to have two dominant effects on reaction rates, similar
(60) Frauenfelder, H.; Wolynes, P. Science 1985. 229, 337.
(61) Caldin. E. F.; Hasinoff, B. B. J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Tram. I 1975,

71, 515. (63) Ansari. A.; Di Iorio. E. E.; Dlott. D D.; Frauenfelder, H.; Iben, 1
(62) Alberding, N. A. Ph.D. Thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana- E. T.; Langer, P.: Roder. H.; Sauke, T. B.; Shyamsunder. E Biochemistry

Champaign, 1978. 1986, 25, 3139.
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~ tF 120K Figure 18. Nonexponential rebinding. N(1). and the corresponding
2-PFR probabilii density distribution. g(HBA). At the time r only proteins with

OF F FP enthalpie-s near HBIA(r) rebind.
OFF! 160K

an average activation enthalpy HBA(r) to each time r.
L . L This approach permits us to find an approximate value for the

-6 -5 -4 -3 - 0 -i I 2 3 activation volume: Pressure, as indicated in Figure 18, can change
log /S) the rebinding. If no conformational changes occur, the shift from

Figure 17. Rebinding of CO (a) and 02( b) to horse m~ogl,)bin after r to r' at constant N( r) is caused by an activation colume. The
photodissociation. The data hase been scaled to AA(O) for swMbCO in pressure dependence of the rate coefficient is given by eq 3 and
the F state. Solvent 75% glycerol/water. pH 7 0.

4 as k(P) = const X CXP[PI'A/RTj. If k(P) is measured at

to the two effects on spectral line shifts. In each given confor- two pressures. P and P'. the activation volume is obtained from

mational substate, the reaction rate will be changed through the the ratio k(P)/k(P) as

activation volume according to eq 3 and 4. Pressure can, however, RT
also shift the populations among substates and thus affect the V-BA 

=  __ lin k(P) - In k(P)l (26)

reaction rate. To separate the two phenomena, we use the
technique shown in Figure 8 and described in section 6 for spectral With k(P) = I / r(P). eq 26 permits the immediate evaluation of
shifts. the activation volume from the data in Figures 16 and 17.

The pressure experiment is, in principle, straightforward. We Moreover, by obtaining V'BA at various values of N(r), we find
observe rebinding after flash photolysis for the four pressure states the dependence of the activation volume on the barrier enthalpy

F, FP. PF, and PFP of Figure 8 for sperm whale (swMb) and at the initial pressure. Since the barrier enihalpy characterizes
horse (hMb) myoglobin. In practice, low-temperature high- the substates, we are able to investigate the substate dependence
pressure flash photolysis experiments lead to many experimental of P'BA.
frustrations, and the help and guidance of Harry Drickamer has If pressure causes a conformational change, the situation is
been essential for this work. A selection of experimental results different. The two curves labeled P and P' in Figure 18 then can

are shown in Figure 16 and 17, where log .1,4(t) is plotted versus correspond to the same external pressure, but to different con-

log t. The absorbance change AA(t) at time t is proportional to formations. The curves labeled F and PFR in Figures 16 and 17
the survival probability N(t), eq 23. The binding of CO was represent such a pair. We can, nevertheless, use eq 26 to define
monitored at 436 nm and that of 02 at 440 nm. a conformation volume Vc to describe the rate change in going

Even without detailed evaluation, the data in Figures 16 and at a fixed value of N(r) from r to r'. The pressures P and P'then
17 show that both activation and conformation effects are present, do not correspond to the external pressure, but to the pressures
that sperm whale and horse Mb behave differently, and that CO at which the sample was frozen. Rebinding data taken at the four
and 02 also display clear differences. points F, FP. PF, and PFR in the PT plane (Figure 8) thus permit

8.4. Ecaluation of the Pressure Data. Evaluation entails three the definition of three activation volumes
aspects: the nonexponential time dependence, extraction of ac- V*- VFPF, 2*- VPF-PFR, VC VPFR-F (27)
tivation volumes, and interpretation.

The nonexponential time dependence is described in terms of The subscripts indicate between which pairs of curves the
the probability density g(HBA) in eq 23. In principle, we can invert difference Oln k(P) - In k(P') has to be taken. The pressure
eq 23 for each pressure state and find the distributions for the difference for all volumes is the pressure at the points 0 and P
four pressure states.40 However, this procedure does not yield in Figure 8. ", and P'2 are activation volumes. Vc, the con-
activation volumes directly and is technically often difficult he- formation volume, is a parameter with units of volume, but with
cause N(t) cannot easily be measured over a sufficiently extended no direct interpretation in terms of a real volume. Vc expresses
time range. We introduce here a simple approach that gives some the direction and effect of conformational changes.
of the essential information directly. Consider the nonexponential Values of the activation and conformation volumes, obtained
rebinding curve and the corresponding probability density dis- with eq 26 from the data in Figures 16 and 17, are given in Table
tribution shown in Figure 18. Equation 23 shows that at a given V. N(r) is defined in Figure 18. HSA(r) is obtained from eq
time r only a small band of activation enthalpies contributes to 25. with temperature-independent preexponentials obtained by
the rebinding. Proteins with rates satisfying k(HBA)r >> I have using a gamma distribution for g(HBA)."
already rebound their ligand while those with k(HRA)r << I rebind The values in Table V show that horse and sperm whale
much later. Only proteins with barriers centered at myoglobin behave very differently under pressure even though

the rebinding curves at P = 0 look very similar. In both proteins.
HBA(r) - RT In [AATI (25) the activation volumes for MbCOarc negative and of the expected

contribute to binding at time -. We use a tempera ture-independent
preexponential A, in eq 25 for simplicity. Equation 25 assigns (64) Young, R. D. Bowne. S F J Chem. Phys. 191" 81, 3730.
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TABLE V: Activation Volumes V0 and V* and Conformation 0o
Volume Vo, Describing the Effect of Pressure on the Four States of 0o) o Oooo r
Figure 8o o g C FP

HaA(I), 29000

,.A(o') kJ/mol V'2 V 2.
°c. 9 o0 PFR

sample T. K (OD) (state F) cml/mol cm'/mol cml/mol PV

swMbCO 80 0.3 12 -8 -7 -8
0.1 16 -7 -7 -9 -__-

120 0.1 16 -9 -7 -9
0.01 21 -6 -7 -9 0

swMbO 2  80 03 12 -2 0 +7 (W)
120 0.3 12 -2 -7 +7 0 000 0

0.1 16 0 -3 +13 0 o 000 o 0
MbCO 80 0.3 13 -5 -10 +4 Y 0 o F

120 0.3 12 -6 -10 +5 0 0 FP
0.1 16 -5 -8 +3 2 000 0
0.01 21 -3 -6 +2 0 o PFR

hMbO2  80 03 13 0 -4 -8 T* PF

120 0.3 13 +2 -l -7
O 18 +4 +4 -7 0- 0 0

Temperature-independent preexponentials, ABA: 1.2 X 109 s' o 0 ' 0 0-- F
(swMbCO). 1.8 X 10

9 
s
-
1 (swMbO2), 2.0 X 109 s-1 (hMbCO). 1.8 X o o . PR

10' s-' IhMbO2). Rebinding monitored in Soret band; MbCO at 436 2 lo
nm. MbO 2 at 440 nm. Samplesi sperm whale (swMb) and horse Pz

(hMb) m)oglobin in 75% glycerol/water (v/v) with phosphate buffer.
pH 7.0. Error in V is : I cm3/mol.

-I

TABLE VI: Activation and Conformation Volumes of the Substates 042
A# and A, for Binding of CO to Sperm Whale Myoglobin' 0og (I/$)

HBA(r), Figure 19 Rebinding of CO to swMb after photodissociation at 40 K
kJ/mol V'. V*2, V'c. as a function of time for different pathways (see Figure 8). (a) Re-

substate pH T, K N(r) (state F) cmt /mol cm3/mol cm'/mol binding of the total A substates (b) rebinding to Ao (c) rebinding to A.
sum 5.5 25 0.5 7 -4 -16 Sample. sw.MbCO in 75/ glycerol/water (v/v) at pH 6.6.
An 0.6 7 0 -12
sum 66 40 0.5 II -10 -2 -19 or(n)
A, 0.3 II -5 -2 -I1 5oo8 g 8 F
Ai 06 10 -8 -2 -5 FP
sum 66 50 0.3 13 -8 -3 -15 Z7 C

A 0  01 15 -4 -3 -IIA, 0 3 -9 - -5 r. I F

Preexponentials for Ao and A, from ref 11. The 50 K data are not PF

show n in the figures Error in V is ±I cm','mol Solvent: 75% gl)- -ii-

cerol/water (v/v) and potassium phosphate buffer.

magnitude for bond formation: pressure speeds up CO rebinding. 0 b 0 /
The magnitude of the activation volume for CO decreases with
increasing barrier height. The activation volume for rebinding
of 02 is small for both swMb and hMb, but clearly negative for
swMb and mostly positive for hMb. These values for dioxygen 2 , 2 F
solve part of the puzzle created by the room temperature mea- -PFsurements: The activation volume for the rebinding step at the

heme is not large and positive, but small and mainly negative. The "_

conformational effects, which are characterized by Vc, are large 0 I s 3 4
and negative for swMbCO and hMbO 2, large and positive for 05 ti/i)
swMbO2 , and small and positive for hMbCO. The large difference Figure 20 Rebinding of CO to swMb after photodissociation at 25 K

between the conformation volumes for swMbCO (-9 cm 3/mol) as a function of time for different pathways (see Figure 8). (a) Re-

and swMb0 2 (+? to+ 13 cmt Mol) obtained from the Soret band binding of the total A substates; (b) rebinding to A0 . Sample. swMbCOand w~bz (7 to+13cm mol obtine frm th Soel and in 75' glycerol/water (v/s) at pH 5.5.
suggests a strong interplay between ligand and protein.

8.5. CO Rebinding Observed in the Infrared Spectrum. The slower A, substate to the faster A0 substate, and the rebinding
Soret data show that protein structure and ligand properties affect of both substates speeds up. The rebinding of each substate is
the pressure dependence of ligand binding, but they cannot tell nonexponential in time. These results require a generalization
us which tier of substates is responsible. This information is of eq 23 to include multiple A substates:
obtained by monitoring the ligand rebinding using the infrared
CO stretch bands. Rebinding data after flash photolysis for the N(t) = Eww(P) dHBA g1(HBA) expl-kI(HBA)t] (28)
bands A0 and A, are given in Figures 19 and 20. At pH 6.6, 8 f

both bands can be measured; at pH 5.5. the A, band in the states The sum extends over the substates of tier 0, w,(P) is the weight
PF and PFR is too small to be measured. Figures 19 and 20 show of substate A, at pressure P, and g,(HBA) is the corresponding
that pressure affects the rebinding in both substates but that the probability distribution of the barrier height. The rate coefficients
changes differ considerably for the two bands. From the measured k,(HRA) are given by eq 24, but the preexponential ABA may be
curves, the activation volumes V1 and P2 and the conformation different for each substate. t' The speed up for CO rebinding to
volume Vc are determined by the method described in subsection swMB is described by the changes in the weights w,(P) and in
8.4; the results are summarized in Table VI. The data in Table the distributions g,(HBA).
VI and the curves in Figure 19 show that the speed-up of the CO The two substates A and AI behave differently under pressure
rebinding has two causes: Pressure shifts the population from the as indicated by the parameters in Table VI. The increased re-
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Or ( and B, - Al, can occur.65 At high temperatures, the two types
(0' ° o ,of transitions may have about equal rates. Here we discuss low

temperatures, T < T,1, where conformational transitions are
absent, as was discussed in sections 5 and 7. The survival prob-

1941 - ability N(t) of the photodissociated species can then be written! 91cm" as
SoArea of At  

as
1951 cm- 1  N(f) = wo(P) expl-ko(P)tl + w,(P) expl-k(P)tli (29)

Here wo(P) and wl(P) are the substate populations, and ko(P)
- -and kl(P) are the rate coefficients for CO binding from substates

(b) o o o B0 and B,. The survival probabilities N(r) at time r (Figure 18)
0 0for the four pressure states of Figure 8 are

00 0 N F(=) =vo(0) expl-k 0(0)r( + wl(O) expi-kl(0)rl
2 Ni(=) w0(0) expl-ko(P)rI + wl(0) expl-ki(P)rl

Npl(r) = w0(P) expi-ko(P)ri + w(P) expJ-k,(P)r1

_2 3 ,VPFR(r) 3 4 5(P) expl-k 0 (O)rI + w1(P) exp1-kl(0)rT 130)
og It,'sl Follow ing the arguments in section 6.1, we introduce three in-

Figure 21. Rebinding of CO to swMb after photodissociation at 40 K dependent differences. With the normalization %0(P) + :(P)
as a function of time at different wavenumbers. (a) State F' tb) state = I, and the abbresiations
FP Sample: s,,,bCO in 751c glycerol/water (v/v) at pH 66. (0)
1941 cm'. (0) area of Al, (0) 1951 cm 6,(r) = exp[-k.(P)rl - exp[-k(0)7], i = 0, I 3I)

binding rate of .A is caused by a large conformation volume, hile we obtain

the increase in A, is the result of a large activation volume. Al'(7) = p() - ,,(r) = w7(0) ,(r) + ,(0) 61(r)

Pressure thus mainly affects go(HBA) and ki(HBA). The difference A,'l T) = \P(r) - .Vp ) =,(P) 50(rT + K,(P) 61(70
between A0 and A1 is also evident when the rebinding is monitored " +
at different wavenumbers within the same A band. Each substate ,'(r) = .VP RI r- .'(r)
of tier 0 is comprised of a large number of substates of tier I and [L(P) .- w(Oll[expl-k,(0)rl - expl-ko(O)71l (32)
is inhomogeneously broadened. If these CS' have different ac-
tivation energies, different wavenumbers within the same band As in eq 14. we also form the difference

should rebind differently at P = 0 (state F). This effect is called wr) - .1'(7)= [w1(P) - w 1 0)[6,r) - 60(r)] (33)
kinetic hole burning.161719 Figure 21a shows that this prediction
is indeed true for A. lf different CS1 also have different activation Similar arguments to those in section 6.1 show the following

volumes, rebinding in the state FP should differ from that in F. nonvanishing 1,' and .1, prove !hat the activation volumes for

Figure 21b shows that the rate increase from 1941 to 1951 cm -  the substates are nonzero, nonsanishing A,' shows that pressure

is indeed larger in FP than in F. In substate Al, both activation changes the population of the substates and that the rates in the

and conformation effects are important. In contrast, kinetic hole two substates are different: and a nonvanishing difference A1' -
burning is very small in A0. Al' proves that the activation volumes affect 5,(r) for the two

In Table VI, the activation and conformation volumes are listed substates differently.

for the sum of the A substates. We vould expect the sum of the While the approach given so far describes some of the main

infrared bands to give the same parameters as the Soret band. features of the observed pressure effects, it must be generalized
While the two sets show the same trend, there are quantitative in at least two ways: eq 29 assumes that rebinding is exponential

differences. V2, in particular, is much smaller in the infrared in time for each substate. To lake the nonexponential rebinding

than in the Soret band. The different measurement techniques into account, eq 28 must be used. The second generalization is

may be responsible for the discrepancy: In the IR regions the demanded b) the hierarchy of substates. In eq 30. the same rate

band areas are monitored; in the Soret region, only a small coefficients ko(P) and k,(P) are used for the two pressure states,
wavelength band is observed. The discrepancy thus leads to a FP and PF. The transitions B0 - Ao and B, - A, involve,

prediction, not yet tested: The pressure effect observed should however, a large number of transitions between substates of tier

depend on wavelength in the Soret region, just as in the IR region. I. Pressure changes the distribution of these CS', and the rates

The MbCO results obtained in the infrared region permit some for each pressure state (FP. PF, F. and PFR) can be different.

indirect conclusions about the binding of dioxygen. The stretch This difference is evident in Table VI where the parameters V'*
bands of 02 are difficult to observe and make the IR monitoring and V12 are not identical. These generalizations exceed the scope

of 02 binding nearly impossible. However, the data in Table V of the present paper, and we consequently do not complete the

show that Vc for 02 binding to swMb is large and positive: evaluation here.

Pressure slows down 02 binding and the main cause for the 9. Summiary and Outlook
slowdown is a conformational shift ard not an activation volume.
In contrast, the binding of 02 to horse myoglobin is more weakly As a thermodynamic variable, pressure is as important as

affected by pressure, and the conformation volume has the opposite temperature in the study of proteins. In the present paper, we

sign from swMb. It is amusing to speculate whether the difference have treated five areas where pressure is an essential tool (section

is related to the fact that whales dive and horses do not. I). In each of the five areas, the pressure experiments have yielded

8.6. A Model of Activation and Conformation Effects. The new insights and opened new avenues. Pressure affects proteins

evaluation introduced in subsection 8.4 is only semiquantitative. differently than it does crystals because proteins are complex

A full treatment of the data is very complicated, and we will not systems and can assume a large number of different conforma-

perform it here. We will, however, sketch the approach for the tional substates, arranged in a hierarchy of tiers (section 2)

simple situation shown in Figure I. We assume two conforma- Pressure consequently affects proteins in two ways; it can act on

tional substates of tier 0. labeled 0 and I. The protein then has a protein in a given substate (elastic effect), and it can shift the

four states, the bound substate All and Al and the two photo- distribution of substates, thereby influencing protein structure,

dissociated pocket states %0 and B1. The notation for the N3 dynamics, and function (conformational effects).

substate differs from previous usage." Two conformational
transitions, Ao - A, and i0 - Bi, and two reactions. B0 - Ao (65) Frauenfelder. H . Stinbach. P J. Young. R. D. Chem Scr, in prm.
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Myoglobin shows a glass transition near 180 K if embedded with rebinding measurements at various points in the TP plane
in a glycerol/water solvent. Well above the transition temperature, should provide an even closer look at the binding step at the heme
protein substates are in equilibrium and the thermodynamic pa- iron.
rameters describing substates of tier 0, in particular their volume In the present paper we discussed only the binding of CO and
differences, can be determined (section 4). Our results imply that 02 below 180 K, where the entire binding process takes place inside
the internal energy, the entropy, and the volume of myoglobin the heme pocket We have performed measurements of the
are functions of temperature. The experiments also show that pressure dependence of binding up tG about 300 K. 2 These data
infrared measurements over a wide range in temperature are again provide additional information on the rather complicated
essential for protein studies; if data are taken only in the visible binding process, b'tt discussion of the results is beyond the scope
region or over a small temperature range, an unambiguous in- of this paper.
terpretation is difficult or impossible. All experiments treated in the present paper share one problem

Belo% about 180 K, myoglobin becomes glasslike the me- (and opportunity) not yet discussed in detail The data obtained
tastability is proven by combining pressure and temperature all refer not to the properties of an isolated protein but to the
variations and demonstrating that the infrared spectrum of protein-hydration shell--olvent system This observation is
myoglobin depends on the path in the TP plane by w4hich a final particularly important in pressure experiments, because pressure
temperature-pressure point is reached (section 5). changes the viscosity, the relaxation," the pH. and the pK of the

The technique of taking dfferent pathways to a given TP point solvent 6' The results of the present work show that the properties
below the glass temperature also permits the separation of elastic of Mb also depend strongly on these parameters It will therefore
and conformational pressure effects on spectral bands (section be important to study the crucial features of the energy landscape,
6). These experiments show, that different substates of tier 0 the protein dynamics, and the protein reactions with different
possess different elastic and conformational properties. solvents in order to understand these effects. As one example whe

One of the goals of protein studies is the measurement and mention that \4e have evaluated the binding data for Mb with the
des~ription of protein :notions The pressure jump technique Arrhemus relation, eq 24, with the pree-ponential factor .48,
provides a generall, applicable approach to explore protein motions assumed to be pressure inoependent Kramers' theory implie,.
(section 7); it shows that relaxation phenomena are complicated however, that the prefactor depends on viscosity,l and viscosity
but cn be unravelled is pressure dependent Pressure thus affects the reaction rate not

The most important use of pressure ma, well be for the study on!x through activation and conformation volume but also through
of protein reactions Here again the different pathwa~s in the changes in the preexponential factor,'0 and this change should
PT plane permit the separation of .he effects of pressure into an also be studied It is not unfortunate that we do not obtain
activation and a conformation component, characterized b, ac- information about the isolated protein because the functioning
tisation and conformation volumes 'section 8) A surprising result protein in a living system is not in a standard aqueous solution
of these studies is the large difference in behavior between closel, but is always part of a more complex ssstem Studies wkith dif-
related proteins such as sperm whale and horse moglobin \N hile ferent solvents and solvent conditions, therefore, can tell us much
it is dangerous to extrapolate from a small simple. it appe rs that about posible effects of the environment on proteins %,ithin living
the pressure parameters give as much or more information thin systems
activation enthalpies Theoretical work. i, indicated in at least two different directions

The experiments and models treated in the present piper are In section X. we introduced a highl simphfied treatment of the
only a beginning and call for a large number of additional ex- effct of pressure on the reaction rate This treatment mu t be
periments and for better theoretical treatments Foremost is the extended to take the nonesponential time dependencies and the
extension of the experiments to other proteins, both wild-tspe and hierarch\ of substatc into account A more difficult theoretnca:,
synthetic mutants Without a larger data base the results cannot problem is the connection betwecn the binding process and mo-
be full) interpreted It is not clear 'hich phenomena are general lecular dsn.mics computations '" 

"  L Iturnatc, this connection
and wilch ones are specific (or accidental) in a particular protein ma\ elucidate the wa\ in which protein structure and dynamics
Equally important is the connection of the pressure data to control protein function
structural and calorimetric measurements The experiments Pressure effects, to which Htarr\ Drickamer has devoted es-
described here sho, that the dynamic properties of msoglobi sentialls his entire scientific work, promise to be as important and
depend strongl, on pH and suggest that even the overall structure fruitful' in the study of proteins as they have been. a nd still are,
and the specific heat may differ in the different substates of tier in the exploration of simpler systems
0 X-ray and specific heat data as a function of pH can verify .ci, noledgnerir We thank .lol Berendzen. Todd Sauke. Joe
or discredit this model Vitibow. and all other members, past and presen:., of the biological

An ordinary glass usually sho%s one glass transition (a re- ph~sscs group at the *niversitN of Illinois for collaborations and
laxation) with non-Arrhemus temperature dependence: secondary, discussions We thank H G [)rickamcr, V I Goldanskii, D
glass transitions (8.1) are less pronounced 5 Myoglobun shows Lazrus. C P Slicbter. and P G Vol~nes for illuminating
at least three relaxation phenomena near 18(0 K Two have discussions and comnients We gratefull acknowledge Marv
properties characteristic of a glass transition, and the other may Ostendorf for her efforts i manuscript preparation R A.,
be similar to the ' relaxation Such a behavior is not entirel_ thanks Illinois State lUniversit. for research support S L thanks
unexpected: Different domains" in the protein could well have NSERC for a postdoctoral fellowship Part of the paper was
related but somewhat different relaxation phenomena The written at the Aspen Center for Phsjcs(11 F) This ,ork as
technique discussed in section 7 will permit more studies of these written at th te fo ics Naa Re)aTh w rasrelaxation processes by looking not only at the CO stretch bands, supported in part bk the Office of Naval Research (irant
butlalsat on tthe C bands. N00014-89-R-1300, the National Science Foundction Grant
but also at other I R bands DMBS,7-16476. and the National Institutes of Health Grants GM

The sensitivity of the rebinding to swMb and hMb to the 18051 and 32455
activation and conformation volumes suggests another class of
experiments Monitoring rebinding in the IR and the use of Registr No 0. 7782-44-7, CO. 630-09-0
different isotopes of C and 0 earlier permitted us to conclude that
CO does not bind like a point particle, but must undergo some 16W Mct)uffie, Jr, G E . Kelt>. M V J (hem Phs 1964. 41. 266ib

rotational motion ." The combination of isotopic replacements 06,1 Douzou. P Cryobiolog. Academic Press NcsA York. 1977
170) Karplus. M . McCammon. J A FLBS Let l981. 131. 34
(711 MCiammon, J A . Harve), S C D)namc of Prote and .%uc1ei"

Aidi Cambridge Ne% York. 199"

(66) Bennett. W S, Huber. R Crit Ret Riochem 91I. 11, 291 (72) Br(ks. C L . Karplus. M . Peiiit. B M Proteim A Theoretical
(67) Alben, J 0 . Reece, D . Bowne. S F, Eisenstein, L , Frauenfelder. Perxlectur of Divnamici. Structure and Thermodunamics. Wfle, Ne York,
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